DO IT YOURSELF! MANUAL

We created a manual in form of an interactive mind map which can be explored in an individual, flexible and intuitive way. Based on your interests you can learn organically how to do virtual exchanges with your students in a ‘Go! Global’-style. Have a look at www.esd-expert.net/go-global-diy-manual

On top of that, we created virtual communities where you can learn more about our work, get engaged with possible partners and share your experience concerning virtual school exchange.

Please join us at: www.esd-expert.net/go-global-virtual-communities

The DIY manual as well as the virtual communities are personal offers of the members of the ESD Expert Net.
WHAT IS ‘GO! GLOBAL’?

‘Go! Global’ is a virtual school exchange programme which gives pupils the possibility to share their experiences and thoughts on different topics across national borders. The programme addresses schools worldwide and thus contributes to a valuable exchange on a global level.

The programme facilitates pupils to exchange their practical experience related to the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), for example school gardening and food production or waste disposal and recycling. Those are topics that concern everyone – irrespective of their country of origin.

Through virtual exchange pupils cannot only explore common ground and differences, but also learn to recognise and analyse global connections, share their experience with each other and gain new thought-provoking impulses for their own behaviour and actions on a local level.

HOW DOES ‘GO! GLOBAL’ WORK?

Learners engaged in local sustainability activities have regular contact with learners from other countries over a period of several months. They communicate via different channels, such as video conferences or the exchange of self-made photographs and videos.

Therefore, ‘Go! Global’ empowers pupils to think globally and connect new experiences with corresponding actions on a local level.

The ESD Expert Net connects experts from Germany, India, Mexico and South Africa in a global partnership. Together, we promote the implementation of Education for Sustainable Development (ESD).